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Mark schemes

(i)      in diffusion: material moves high to low concentration
1

          here: concentration in cells > concentration in water or
uptake is against the concentration gradient or by diffusion ions would move out

1

1.

(ii)      active transport / active uptake
1

[3]

any four from

          molecules / ions

do not credit mineral salts

          move(d) through / across the cell

          wall / membrane

          against (a / the) concentration

          gradient

          by a series of chemical

          reactions

          (because) diffusion cannot occur

          energy (required)

          (supplied by) respiration

          oxygen required for respiration (to occur)

[4]

2.
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(a)                          correct names of cell components are required
                    it = cell in sugar solution

any two from:

accept reverse only if clearly stated answer refers to cell in distilled
water

•        smaller vacuole

•        smaller / less cytoplasm

allow protoplasm for cytoplasm

•        cell membrane / cytoplasm not (fully) against cell wall

accept plasmolysed / flaccid / less turgid

or
cell membrane / cytoplasm (partly) pulled away from cell wall

ignore reference to nucleus / water

ignore explanations

or
space / liquid / sugar solution between cell
membrane / cytoplasm and cell wall

2

3.

(b)     water passed / moved out (of cell) by osmosis / diffusion

accept reverse answer if clearly refers to cell in distilled water
1

more concentrated (solution) outside

assume reference to

concentration refers to solute

concentration unless answer refers to water concentration

or
less concentrated (solution) inside
or
lower water concentration outside

accept references to hypertonic / hypotonic solutions or water
potential

or
higher water concentration inside

1

[4]

active transport needs energy or diffusion is not energy-dependent
14.
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any three from:

•        (energy from) aerobic respiration

•        more respiration with O2 or more energy release with O2

•        (aerobic) respiration / energy release occurs in mitochondria

do not allow anaerobic

•        xylose / other sugars absorbed by diffusion / not by active transport

allow active transport is selective / specific

or active transport can distinguish glucose and xylose
3

[4]

Marks should not be awarded for simply copying the information provided
A mark may be awarded for a comparison between treatments if the answer only involves copied
information

any four from:

For all 4 marks to be awarded, there must be at least 1 pro and 1
con

5.

embryo stem cells – examples of

pros

•        can treat a wide variety / lots of diseases / problems

•        many available / plentiful

•        using them better than wasting them

•        painless

cons

•        (possible) harm / death to embryo

•        (relatively) untested / unreliable / may not work

allow long term effects not known
or may be more risky

•        embryo can’t be ‘asked’ / ‘embryo rights’ idea
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adult bone marrow stem cells – examples of

pros

•        no ethical issues (in collection) or permission given

•        quick recovery

•        (relatively) safe

allow does not kill (donor) / low risk

•        well tried / tested / know they work

cons

•        operation hazards eg infection

•        few types of cell / tissue produced or few diseases / problems treated

•        painful so may deter donors
4

Conclusion to evaluation:

A reasoned conclusion from the evidence
1

[5]

(a)     (i)      water (molecules) enter(s) (the cell)

or water (molecules) pass(es) through the (semi-permeable) cell
membrane

1

by osmosis

or because the concentration of water is

greater outside (the cell than inside it

the vacuole)

accept because of the concentration

gradient provided there is no contradiction
1

6.

(ii)     any one from

(it is) elastic

(it is) strong

(it is fully) permeable (to water)

or water can pass through it

do not credit semi-permeable

do not credit cell membrane is semi-permeable
1
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(b)     (the piece of) potato shrinks

or loses its turgor

or becomes flabby

or becomes flaccid

or plasmolysis occur

or cytoplasm pulls away from the cell wall

(because) concentration of sugar

or because concentration of water
1

(solution) is greater than concentration inside the cell / vacuole

inside the cell / vacuole is greater than concentration (of water)
outside

1

water is drawn out of the cell
1

[6]

(a)      (i)     diffusion is down the concentration gradient

for a description of diffusion

ignore along / across gradients
1

7.

to enter must go up / against the concentration gradient

accept by diffusion ions would leave the root

or

concentration higher in the root / plant

or

concentration lower in the soil
1

(ii)     active transport

allow active uptake
1

(b)     (i)      (root hairs →) large surface / area
1

(ii)     (aerobic) respiration

do not allow anaerobic
1

releases / supplies / provides / gives energy

accept make ATP (for active transport)

do not allow ‘makes / produces / creates’ energy
1
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(iii)    starch is energy source / store (for active transport)

allow starch can be used in respiration

do not allow ‘makes / produces / creates’ energy
1

[7]

(a)     any one from

•        chromosomes in pairs

•        inherited one of each pair from each parent

•        one of each pair in egg and one of each pair in sperm

•        so sex cells / gametes can have half the number

allow need to pair during cell division / meiosis
1

8.

(b)     any two from:

•        code

•        combination / sequence of amino acids

•        forming specific / particular proteins / examples

If no other mark gained allow reference to controlling
characteristics / appearance for 1 mark

2

(c)     (i)      C
1

(ii)     30
1

(d)     (i)      for growth / repair / replacement / asexual reproduction

do not accept incorrect qualification, eg growth of cells or repair of
cells

they equals cells therefore do not accept they grow etc
1

(ii)     44 or 22 pairs
1

[7]
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(a)     No

no mark
if yes max 1 for correct statement

          diffusion is down the concentration gradient

accept by diffusion ions would leave the root
1

          to enter must go up / against the concentration gradient
or concentration higher in the root
or concentration lower in the soil

1

9.

(b)     (i)      0.9 or 3.25

for correct answer with or without working

if answer incorrect 1.3 or their rate – 0.4 gains 1 mark

or 130 – 40 or 90 gains 1 mark
2

(ii)     (uptake) by active transport
1

         requires energy

         more energy from aerobic respiration
1

         or

         more energy when oxygen is present
1

[7]

(a)     23
1

(b)     chromosome     nucleus      gene     cell
2                    3             1          4

1

10.

(c)     (i)      any one from

(cells which are bigger) take up more space

(cells) have to get bigger or mature to divide
1
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(ii)     chromosomes duplicate or
make exact copies of self

accept forms pairs of chromatids
1

nuclei divide

accept chromatids or
chromosomes separate

1

identical (daughter) cells formed

accept for example, skin cells make
more skin cells or cells are clones

1

(d)     any two from

          Differentiation mark
babies need or are made of different types of cells or cells that have
different functions

accept different cells are needed
for different organs

          Division or specialisation mark
as fertilised egg starts to divide each cell specialises to form a part of the body

accept specialised cells make
different parts of the body

          Growth mark
specialised cells undergo mitosis to grow further cells

accept cells divide or reproduce
to form identical cells

2

[8]

(a)     (i)      change in weight was due to changes in potato
or osmosis or not due to outside liquid

ignore ‘to make fair test’
1

11.

(ii)     beaker 2 = 15.1(%) gain

allow 15%
1

         beaker 4 = 21.8(5) loss

not 21.7
allow –22%
if no minus or no ‘loss’ check graph

1

         beaker 5 = 29.8(%) loss

allow –30%
1
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(b)     (i)      both axes correct values
and scales > ½ of each axis

ignore lack of minus signs on vertical axis
1

         points correct
< 

allow answers in (a)(ii)
1

 ½ square

         line correct

allow curve of best fit which can miss 10, 15
or straight lines between points
do not allow one straight line or sketched line
bar graph zero marks

1

(ii)     point where line crosses axis (eg 15-16% sucrose)

allow point from candidate’s graph (
1

 0.5%)

(iii)     any two from:

looking for understanding that water in equilibrium

         no change in mass

         not net movement of water
or water entry and exit are equal

         because sucrose solution same
concentration as cell sap or sucrose has
same water potential as cell contents

allow because the concentrations are the same (inside and out)
2

[10]

(a)  any one from:

•   meristem(s)

•   tip of shoot

ignore stem and embryo
•   tip of root

1

12.

(b)  to produce large numbers of identical plants
1

(c)  6 × 10−12 (grams)
1
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(d)  

or
1.166666666(r)

 
allow correct rounding
allow 1.16

1

1.17 (hours)

allow 1 mark for 1 hour 10 minutes or 1 and 1/6 hours
or 70 minutes only if units given

1

an answer of 1.17 (hours) scores 2 marks

(e)  stage 1
cell growth
or
increase in number of organelles

allow increase in named organelle e.g. ribosomes /
mitochondria

1

DNA replicates*
or
two copies of each chromosome form*

*allow DNA duplicates / doubles
*ignore genetic information replicates
*if this statement given as part of stage 2 allow max 4
marks

1

stage 2 / mitosis
one set of chromosomes moves to each end of cell

allow chromosomes separate or are pulled apart
1

nucleus divides

allow nucleus splits into two
1

stage 3
cytoplasm / cell membrane divides to form two (genetically) identical cells

allow cytokinesis
1

max 4 if correct sequence but no reference to stage
numbers

max 4 marks if no stage numbers given
ignore names of phases

marks can be awarded for labelled diagrams
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(f)  any two from:

advantages:
•   may be used to cure / treat (current / future) diseases
    or
    cure medical conditions
    or
    produce replacement cells / tissues / organs

allow example e.g. diabetes / paralysis
ignore used for medical treatments

•   cells / tissues of any type could be produced
allow cells differentiate into many types

•   cells / tissues of any type could be produced
ignore identical cells are produced unqualified

•   many cells produced
•   cells produced could be used for research
•   would reduce waiting time for organ transplants

2

any two from:

ignore references to cost
ignore unethical unqualified
ignore references to religion / beliefs

disadvantages:

•   potential life is killed / destroyed
allow embryo is destroyed
ignore cells destroyed or wasted

•   shortage of donors / eggs
•   egg donation / collection has risks
•   do not yet know risks /side effects of the procedure on the

patient

allow may cause tumours / cancer

•   may transfer (viral) infection
•   poor success rate to produce viable eggs / embryo

2

ignore references to cost

[14]
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